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AN APPEAL FOR A RreÄ.LrSTIC EUROPEAN MONETARY UNIFICATION POLICY
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After many years of progress since 1958, ,the mo:vêment towards an

Economic and Monetary Union, an element of a larger European Union, haa \__1

stalled and is giving way to an intensive search for new approaches.'

"
'.

-
The Manifesto for Monetary Union and Stabi,lity, published' in the

London Economist on November 1, 1915 as the "All Saints' Day Manifesto",

mostly of monetarist inspiration, holds the failure to be due to the lack
,','C-.~, .,

.'

of "political Will"\e Accord!~~~i it advocates more "efforts" to reach a

Mpnetary Union in which a single currency isueedand '8. single monetary
, ,

policy, backed by budgetary transfers, is implemented. '

'It

e

other economists, "Tho are of more eclecticinepiration,' and whom we

shall :refer to ,here as the advocates of a ''New Monetary Unificat ion Policy"__. 1 .

'(the "New Policy"), believe that lack of economic imagination,~as ~ell as,j

politica.l will, lie~~th~.oot of_~1!:rUpresent difficultie,s;They argue

in favor of a more sub:le unification p~licy ~e;.ris~d t~support,by calculated

exchange rate adjustments, economic i1itegrationthrough longtransitiona.l
.

-
,

. .' . '-.. . t . '. .,

stages, during which the, very divergent national i economic systems will be

homogenized by market forces as the economies op~nup .toeach other. They

therefore conclude that the single European currency, stable or not ~ is

undesirable and costl~ as long as the oconomies diverge but that' a parallel
. currency is needed to sat isfy the needs of intra-European trade and commerce~

According to them, the politicians' instincts were basically correct in,

.','
)

refusing to subject very diversified ~~opeaneconomie~~entra~ized ~

. ---"--'-",--'-"-'._~
'--~-=---

~ ;.. . '.~,
"

. .
1:--. . ".:

economic management, - even if this uniformi t;r were
._"_'_'"

'

; ~_:_..~_.
,

.u ,_.' ___ _______.....

imposed, aa in the Manifesto, by the best currency in the world.

(;' t".: '.,
'1\.'

The proponents of the "New Policy" believethät ,the'integra.tion p'olicy
"I .' .:"

"

.

pursued in' the past broke down maillly' because the "instruments deve~oped :for

governments to cope with ,tl:te problems ,ra.ised by the European integration, ,.

',,'
, ;'. ,,::,,: <

'~'"
:t':

.
'.:"" ,}f,/".t'

". .\: :'~' ,:;:",".:., '~."" /'.., \..'
~ -

*) The author, ~ 'ec~omist'in the Mon~tO!~,r;Y""Aff~l~~;'DirëctQrái~ o~' thé~' ;~!,

"
'C~mmi~s~O?' 'Qf' thl~i: ~ope~ C,OminUnities ,:'Wfltés;th:;hi8'per~on'~jL~p.5!Q!..~~

'HlS vJ.ewsdo,no-!; 2J-E;cessari~y; (rè~lecttho~ê ,ofi:the', oqïnmission or its '-::
staff. The Cpmmiss~on's policy is stated,; i~tër aHa, in its, "Report 'on
European, Union" (seqtions, 40 to '42).:, .'1'''' ,:-;,., "+',,/'
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prOCODß were Ineufficient'-The governments therefore" rightly',re~'Ged an

intolerable burden.
" But, it economists "1~reto devise mean,]to'alleviïite

': :
'

,
".:",. .

",
'

.
- ','

"

~.

thie burden''';' mainly by eolving the additional,'p~~bl~mB,that';.a.ris~ from

the, state of semi:"'integration that presently characterizes Europe - enoup;h
'.:.

'
'. . :';:'.. '......

"po1itic~l, wiUItwould ,be, fort~conling, ~o ,i~plement:a.:rcforDi'that would bo

beneficial to ,all.
"

The ''New Po~icylt io,baacd.on DUch,inntrurnrmts vi7. :,

(1) a commol1currency, the Europa; to be Oubstitut,:,d:.f'or .th~Euro-dollar

and thus to do away with the disturbances.1t'c~uses;';'(2)'a' èo~trollad
. '. .. -,---:-~:.,,'

exchange rate flexibility to support economic' 'integration (a. speedy, ,

transition to fixed exchange rates' is' advocated,' de. jure, by the ,'Werner'
"

plan and,~iathe. single currencY'~by the M~ifeB~o); (3)"more in~cpendence

of fiscal policies to combat unemployment, supportc~ it,.neceasary by, ,
,

borrowings from the European capital market (the'~uropa.fI market). fIavi~g "

regained control over the eeparatefacets'of their Bèmi~integrated ecoriomies,
,

"

.
-

"

:.'.

the European countries' would then be' a.blete>, purfJU~a~ morestabil i ty-orientated

mone~ary policy. '

"
I

\

; j,

'
~

'.L,

e

" '

. . ~ .j-......,

The Manifesto, on thecon~rary, argues thatex?hange' rate flexibility

and monetary and fisca.l policies ,are, "in the long run", 'inefficient and

should be abandoned: the long run is very short, the Phillips curve does
. . I . .' '. .

not exist, demand management is a' d'elusion. ,'Excharige'rate changes ,therefore'

contribute nothing to th~ adjust~ent of divergent economic structures; ,they

mer,ely provent diverging monetary policies fromdisturbing integra.ted
"economic life. Consequently, a very ~trong parallel, currc~cy is need'cd to

eli:ninate the national currencies' and to depri~e the central banks of thei~

powors. Un~erlying this reaooning, there ia a political position: the', '

poli t iciMB 'interfercmcewi th demand mana.gement i8h~rmfulo:The ''flew Policy"

believes national governments have been overwhelmed by the alreadysize~ble

integration of Europoan, economiesqan~~us~.be~~~pe.dt~ per.~~.:'II1~till uS,e~.~tasks.

," . !'
. ~

. ," -
"~_~~~..:..:..... : ~.:.... ......L:- ~ :.-- ..:..... ..:....~...:. ~.-~ M ~-. .~.....

The Manifesto's reasoning~ if correct, would 'deBtroythe bases of the

"New Policy" ,and the instruments with which i~, seeks,to:,render the European ,

integrat~on' process les9 coatly : for the la.tter,'the~uropa ia an instrument

aimed at ,promoting orderly financiàl condi tionsduri~gthe,~conomic ,

integration proceeß by stabilizing the currency:comp~Bi tion of the portfolio!3

of European firma by offering a.n attractive sùbatitute:for Euro-currencicG; ,

[ !
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for the Manifeste, it is a device for fi~ly establishing a striotrule,

a new fea.ture of an otherwise conventional monetary pelioy aimed at

stabilizing a price index. The ''New Policy" aims at a balanoed, and

therefore less costly, integration prooess, the Manifesto at a traditional

price stability policy in disregard of economic integration. '----------------

~Aa a.uresult-;-I:f' ihedMB.nlfesto's arguments were to hold, we are driven back

, to the "all or nothing" proposition of a "gradual" '(but rapid) transition

to, a Monetary Union, 'inflation-proofed but suppo~ed çy taxes and transfers,

and to the "political will" necessary to impose these. _ .~..

Thus the Manifesto brings the European monetary discussion back to
,

the starting point - and farther for ,its proposals are even lesa realistic

than those of the Werner plan: its transition process is faster and ,its

targets more demanding. ' No doubt, its transition process is more elegant

, and smoother than tha.ttentatively sketched by the Werner plan, but the

technique of converting national currencies, is secondary. The real issue

is the impositi9n of a single currency on economieè that remain diversified,. .
'

thus admittedly necessitating budgetary transfers.,.These must be more ma.ssive
,.~",

'I

the more stable thesinglecurrencyo, ,- ", ,..

"

..
>.. .

, Before clamouring for more "political will II and then giving up hope,

one might do well to examine whether the Manifesto is correct -
in, assuming that

the European economic, structures-- are'so flexible and fluid that exchange rate
'.

. . . . . . . ,

changes are useless. ":The Manifesto has, been, Careful' enOugh to àttack exchange
,

rate unification by fiat (something which hasbeenall'butofficially a.bandoned)

and to avoid discussing the usefulness ofmoder~teex~hánge~te èhanges for
, , ,,

. ~

supporting the integration process as put' forwa.rd. by the t'New Policy"o

..

't":

,
'J',.;..

-

, The "New Policy" aleo requires; poÜ.ticalw11.1,: 'the will to' implement
. . . .,

"".
.

, the necessary reforms ,leading to an improvement of some, of the powers of

,national governments as well aB to a centralization ofa large part of their

monetary policies and to the imposition of changes ,on the Euro-markets. ,

But not a will to accept the sudden death of national monetary policies and

the abandonment of a1i demand management.
j

'i
_.- ~--, ,_"_,,, :.i~, .~~,_._::~..:'s~_:...,~~"...;.... ,.:-_~~,

¥""', " --'---'
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II. The "New Policy"

1. The innovations since the Werner »Ian
\'

e

The Werner plan is a complex document describing the m~ social,

economic and political facets of a monetary and eoonomic union in its

transitional and final stages. In the more technical field of monetar,y

union, the plan advocated - at a time of already considerable exchange

rate stability - further progress towards an exchange rate union which it
, management

conceived mainly as a tool for speeding up the harmoniza.tion of,demandl _~
m"

, .__~_~

policies, thus making the issue of a single currency possible. Supporting

structural policies (aimed at harmonizing the diverging European economies),

based on considerable budgetar,y transfers, were clearly seen as a prere-

quisite of such a Union. The Manifesto sees no means other than structural

policies based on transfers_far,adjusting eoonomies. Its integration policy

therefore does not differ substantially from that of the Werner plan. This

leads to the concm.usion that "political wi~~_" i~..:~~ede~~_~~~;~!~ ~_
~ ~ . .P--_...

such large transfers of weal th and sovereignty.

The New Polic~, on the other hand, puts forward three principles:

e

- Exchange rate flexibility is needed for ~~~~~_~~_~~__~:e~~~_.,'1;!'-.~ !eal
integration of divergent economies,

- A parallel currency is needed't'è) deal with the finanoial eonsequences of

the economic integration of the markets,
~

- European integration has already lleprived national governments of their

real power in monetary ma.ttersJVthere is little sovereignty left to be

transfered to the federal level.

The New,Policy set out to strengthen national policies aB well as to

"coordinate" them at the Community level.

2. The analysis of the 'New Policy

A. Exohange rate flexibility was shown to be a useful tool for reducing

the divergenoe between European eoonomies and an indispensable adjunct

to the structural policies. Consequently, the rapid transition towards

a single currency and/or the narrowing of exohange fœexibility was

.../...
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rejected as suboptimal even if fia poli tical will" to impose these

existed. Suoh a policy would merely subject the weaker members of

the union to cumulative underdevelopment or increasing dependence

on transfers. Exchange rate flexibility was to remain moderate be-

cause the proponents of the New Policy were well aware that excessive

depreoiation would throw the depreciating countries into an inflatio-

nary spiral. The higher the degree of openness, the less this instru-

ment was to be used; openness develops with integration.

.
B. A parallel currency was advocated (the term "Europa" was then coined)

as the instrument necessary to infUse a measure of monetary order into

_1>~ss_ï~ly__~~~~ _~~~_~~ t io~~_~_~~~~_~

. First, it was sho~m that any economic integration would lead to

"monetar,y ~ifficultiesfl. Adopting modern monetary (portfolio)theory

to the situation where very open national eoonomies, each using its

own currency, coexist, the New Policy showed that effioient and

rational behaviour would inevitably lead firms, beoause of the very

conditions imposed on them by doing business in Europe, to behave as

follows:

e

(i) They would use various finanoial instruments denominated in

several ourrencies and continuously alter the composition of

their holdings as interest rates and expectations changed; this

leads to capital flows that disrupt economic life and constrain

monetary policies;

(ii) They would preferably include the most widely-traded financial

assets denominated in the most important currencies in their

holdings. Thus European economic integration explained to an

important extent the growth of the ~o-dollar market and,

later, the markets in other Euro-currencies.

One major drawback of using the dollar in Europe, as liquidity

iQ.x:.!J:!lropJt.~ busJ..E-J"~, is that its supply conditions are mainly

determined by US monetary policy. This is perhaps the major burden

placed on the European Governments' policies. A first priority

is to alleviate the:,_~~!,ë~L~~_~e~'t>~_~__~~:t'~~~__!l'~~~~illg in the

~B_~__~f-__1D:ult iP~!n_~!'_'p~~l:~_~~n currencies..

.../...
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The New Policy thus conoluded that such "monetary disorders" (Le.

the "unavoidable" changes in the oomposition of financial holdings). ,

made any oo-operation exceedingly difficult, governments should not

be expected to devot ft themselves to such a taslq yet, at the 'same

time, it also oonoluded that the inevitable development of such

parallel ourrenoies in integrated areas makes the coordination of

suoh monetary polioies imperative (because independent action is

ineffioient).

\"

e

. Seoond, it was oonoluded that the time had come to do aW~ with the

monetary arrangements, charaoteristic of the early stages of integra-

tion'__J:l~C:~~.f3~t~ti~ft ~~~_t1E!~_"of1;~"ë_'.t:iol~ar," and_ ot~er national curren-

oies, for conducting business in EUrope. Accordingly, a large scale

redenomination of EUropean assets and liabilities, denominated in

dollars and other Euro-ourrencies, was advocated to replace, overnight,

as it were, the Euro-dollar and other Euro-currencies by a large and

attraotive Earopa zonei"the European Fund for ~!onetary Cooperation"

would be reformed. No other, insti tutiona.l oha.nges would have to

be made in the present highly liberal set up of the Euro-markets.

Financial institutions and supervisory agencies would continue to

aot as before. The change-over to the Europa could, for example be

engineered by a temporary (e.g. 6 months) prohibition of dollar hol-

dings in Europe by European residents. Non-residents would continue

to have the right to hold Et1ro-dollars in:E~rope.The authorities

would commit themselves to maintain a "strong" Europa during the

years following the change. '1)

. . ,-~-_._-_._--

e Thus, the New Policy also requires "political will": the will to

impose ohanges on a powerful and tradition-bound. private seotor, the

will, for some oountries, to accept temporarily the ~ount of controls

necessary for carrying through the redenomination; the will to accept

the policies needed to bring about a strong EUropa, but this is a

will of a different kind from that of the Manifesto. It is not a will

to impose fundamental changes in 'national policies and to fight

inflation by speedily discarding national ourrencies but a "will"

to implement the reforms called for by the very nature of the inte-

gration process; a will to act perhaps against the short-sightedness

of the Euro-financial community (whose long term welfare and indepen-

dence these reforms ensure) and against the general lack of imagination

which has characterized action o~ the failure to act in this field.

...j...
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( I) The conversion of Euro-dollars into Europas may appear to many
as an undue and politically unacceptable interference with the
markets. This objection would be fully correot if the amount of
"European" E1lro-currencies trare negligible. If this assumption
does not hold the choice will increasingly be between exchange
controls which interfere with the markets but do not solve the
problem, and the conversion operation which in comparison appears
as a liberal solution. Furthermore, if the need for a common
Eu.ropean Ourrency is sizeable, the markets are, to a great extent,
indifferent as to which currency they use,'provided this currency
will be a good one. The value of the Et1ropa is ensured by the ex-
plicit commitment of the authorities described below (p. 9 *), its
liquidity by the conversion operation itself.
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. ~, the New Po1ioy sought to aohieve three targets :

e

1. u:filonetary disorders II would be reduced because their "raison d' ~tre"

would be eliminated. A sati$factory currency for intra-European and

international trade would meet the operators' need for a cornmon, liquid,

and moderately stable currency. The scope for speculation would also

be reduced but few economists will argue that this represents a consi-

derable social loss. As far as the weaker currencies are concerned, once

the need for restructuring private financial holdings has been satisfied,

exchange and capital controls are likely to be more efficient since they

would no longer conflict totally with the irrepressible force of markets

in need of a common currency. In particular, if the dollar should weaken

again, international business would find another acceptable currency

besides the DM. DM appreciations, aimed at reduoing capital inflows into

the German econo~, but detrimental to its partners' price stability,

could be avoided.

e

2. After the conversion of euro-ourrencies into Europas, the authorities

will obviously have gained more control over the European liquidity base

than they _~_~!l.:._~'!~r.,hopeto have with the Euro-d.o11ar.: The deposits of

the Euro-banks in New York now are naturally largely detèrmined by US

policy. The conversion will strengthen control by the authorities on

~ sides of the North Atlantic over their economies and improve the

working of the entire International Monetary System. One must not for-

get that, as highly authOritative voices have claimed, monetary policy

in the United states also now requires protection against the ebbs and

flows of Euro-:-money.

3. The authorities will have set up a Europa that captures the features of

the Euro-currency market" The Europa will !!.2i oiroulate among the

Eh1ropean population at large; there will not be excessive inducements to

denominate wage contracts in Europas
"

The continued use of exchange rate

flexibility aB an instrument of economic adjustment will not be je~ardi-

zed (as is the case with the Manifesto ~h!~~.~~.':l'~._at__~!S}>l.a<?~n~L .

-
'~

'------

the European:ourrencies ra.ther than the dollar; the la.tter'shigh liqui-

di tY_,5~(i)II!P~l1sl\te_l3~ f~!:~_~.'t.~ ..~~I11P_~a~~y~!.~_
le seep/!~0ï!.~<?~i !.~~e~B in

terms of price stab~lity~. /

c.' The idea. of a. "transfer of monetary sovereip;n.ty"tcommonly a.ssocia.tedwith

European monetary unification, was criticized by showing that the actuà.l

degree of openness of the markets and the use of financial assets denominated

in non-national currencies had already taken away much of the substance of

...j...
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national power. Important exchange rate depreciations and domestic

monetary policies strongly divergent from the general trend, only lead

to inflation. A limitation of these powers to what the money a.nd exchange

rate instruments can still reasonably achieve is no limitation of economic

sovereignty_ Therefore the New Policy argued that if governments ~lere

to implement institutional changes, ~xpli_~t!!_taking into a.ccount the

aotual degree of integration, they could aotually recuperate a moderate

amount of their lost power, mainly by reducing "monetary instability"

and dependence on the dollar.

e
3. The New Policy's proposals for a. reform of the institutional sot-up of

the transitional stages are based on the belief that, if the governments

are given adequate means to cope with their legitimate nationa.l problems,

mainly their employment problems, there will be enough "politica.l 'Hill"

to accept this notf institutional set-up. It advocates therefore two types

of mea.sures :

(a) The strengthening of the national governmAnts in certain areas beoause

the solution of real econom~ problems requiree thie measure, and

beoause it is politica.lly unwise to ask them to commit themselves to

abandon ill powers, as is implioit in the Manifesto. According to the

New Policy, the nat~onal governments should be strengthened (especially.

in comparison with-the! Ï4~ifesto proposais) by

. the introduction of-a. moderate exchange rate flexibility (that results

e in a greater d~greo of f;'eedom of their monetary policies) and

_ a larger degree of independence of their fiscal policies which would

be supported i~e"r a.lia by government sborrowing~g on the European

ca.pital ma.rket (the Europa market);

. reducing the burdens imposed on them by the monetary disorders implied

by the (hithertounavoidable) use of Euro-currencies through the issue

of a Europa (in particular, capital controls could be more effioient)

and by giving them instea,d a voice in the management of the Europa.

(b) Implementa.tion of a. Europe~ monetary polioZ. The New Policy underlines

that- given the increase in their real power - the member governments

should be prepared to reoognize the faot of their actual natiQnal

moneta.ry dependence and to discuss the mea.ns of implementing European

.../.08
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*

monetary independenoe. The new European monetary policy would consist

of determining, on the basis of various considerations, the rate of

growth of the Europa and would result in a Europa-dollar exohanB'e rate.

It would be implemented by a reformed Eurepean Fund for }[onetarJ["

Cooperation whioh would decide on the maximum permissible annual

percentage changes in the oentral rates of the member states. ~Tational

monetary and exohange rate policies would be used to implement, within

eaoh nation, monetary and economio_p..Q:u.J~i,~fLat varianoe with the

Europa policy. National governments wouldretain,with respect to the

Europa policy, about the same effective power as they presently have;

they would, in addition, gain a voice in managing the Europa; at present

they have no say in dollar policy. The Europa monetary policy would

have to strike a balance between stability and growth. The policy

would be more stability-orientated than the present system for at least

two reasons: the Europa system would replace the inflationaryEuro-

dollar system; the authorities would have to commit themselves to a

moderate appreciation of the Europa-dollar rate and to no sizeable

depreciation of the Europa~~J:'_lt~~~_~ur_~~~_!~~~~~~ ia.l_!'~I!t'.~e

,
I

One of the major benefits of conducting an~_~!!!!~_~z._~Europea.n monetary

policy would consist in bringing intQ the open the fact that, the larger

the Sl!\ountof intra-Europeantransfers, the more monetarypolicycould be

stability-orientated. The European COUDcil could discuss this genuine

politica.l issue in more rational terms than is possible today.

...1...
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III. The Europa and the Manifesto

While the Europa advocated by the New Policy grew out of the ab,ove-

sketched analysis of the integration process as a means to reorganize th,is

process, the Europa of the Manifesto results from the confluence of two
"~

strands of economic thought : an older one, consisting mainly of the critique

of the Wernerian technique of exchange rate unification by~; and a newer

one, representing the monetarist view with respect to demand management in

general.

a) The first strand is liberal but not necessari~, monetarist; it objects to

the cartel-like aspect of the Werner plan (exchange rate unification by

fiat) and to the New Policy proposals for introducing the Europa by

administrative incentives and orders. This liberal approac1l Tdshes to

promote competition among European currencies (viz$ co-circulation of all

currencies in all European nations). The indexing of the Europa is merely

seen as the means of rendering it attraótiv~, despite its initial lack of

liquidity, and thus of assisting its penetration into the domains of natio-

nal cut'rencies. At the beginning the progress of the indexed Europa could

be slow because it laCks liquidity; but as soon as its liquidity develops

'. ~ept
the national currencies would be wiped out~for the dollar and for some

time the Dr-i. At this stage of the development of the idea of an index-

linked Europa, three objections were raised : ~irst, during the initial

stages, this currenc,y may wêll not take hold (because of its lack of liqui-

dity, because of exchange controls, or beoause depositors in Europa would

earn negative interest rates, especially if competitivHi~~~!~~':'~,_~h~

effective yield of the Europa to that of oomparabie but more liquid assets).

Second, once the currency booame sucoessful, it would destroy the weaker

European currencies first (entailing the distinct possibility of protect-

ive exohange oontrols and hence of the decline of convertibility). Finally,

onoe the "index-linked single European currency" had replaced all other

currenoies, the intra-European exohange rate mechanism i'1Ouldbecome inope-

rative. This system would thus have brought about the suboptimal single

currency. It was thought that this was a high price to PBJTfor ultra libe-

ral "ideals" that could not accept even a measured amount of government

intervention in the money markets at a time when a. mixed econo~y and

government interventions prevailed in all other sectors.

.../...
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b) The second. the monetarist strand, made a virtue out of this defect.

~na.l currencies must be_eliminate.! because exchange rate changes

contribute notht.Eß to the adjustment of divergent economic structures;

they meDely prevent diverging monetary policiee from ~~eaking havoc on

an otherwise harmonious business 'tl0rld. Nationa.l currencies must be eli-.

minated because central bankers and politici~~s must be deprived of all

power to conduct economic policy. The long discourse in the Manifesto on

the presumed non-existence of the Phillips curve is aimed at establishing

that exohange rate changes and indeed monetary and fiscal policies have

no effect in the "long run" (the key-word of the Manifesto). For the

Manifesto, indeed, the "long run" is very "short"; there is no need of,

and no possibility for, an anti-cyclical policy; fiscal, monetary and

exohange rate effeots are washed out "in the long run", i.e. so rapidly

that they are not worth being undertaken. Only structural policies have

effects. All this is subsumed in the Manifesto's tirade against the Phillips

curve.

e

For the New Policy, such an approach is utterly biased and unfounded: there

are other rigidities besides those in the labor market; the Phillips Curve,

at best, captures only ona part of reality. Besides, even in the narrow

fiel!kUliPs curve analyeis, the Manifesto's contentions are far from

refleoting the scientific oonsensus. Calculated exchange rate changes ha.ve

beBBfioial effeots for the export seotor; their effects are different from

those of domestic inflation and it would be legitima.te to reduce exohange

rate polioy to the imposing of an imdifferentiated inflation tax ,as the

Manifesto does,only if economies are very open. Above all, the short run

(in whioh exchange rate and demand management are efficient) is quite long.

There are therefore L"in the shôrt run" other measures to support the European
-+--

___+ _~._.u___~

integration prooess beside government transfers.
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As a result of its monetaristic slant, the Manifesto ends up
i_by.. .

supporting the essential features of the old vlerner plan: a single currency,

monetary and budgetary harmonization, leading to a full-fledged centralization

of economic management.. To this, the requirement of a 100 % price stability

is added. This implies, of course, hieh intra~uropean transfers and hence

continued ~e.pendenc..!!. of some regions. on subsidies from others, as

administered' 'by a large central governmont.. Succcssful adjustment of

economies through exchange rate changes produce an increase in the domestic

saving rate of the depreciating country..

e The Manifesto rightly concludes that "political will" is needed to

impose the new centra.lized European sta.te against legitimate nationa.l

interests, a ,monetarist stability policy against the will of large groups

of voters (the Unions) and a suboptima.l integration policy"

*
* *

e

Theproposals R1"e~ent.e~htu'~_a~.~?:~_~ r~~!"p_C).~~o~11 .c0Dl:bt,ne
. ~he views of

severa.l alrlhors, ma.inly ,T.l[. Fleming's criticiems of exchange rate unifica-

tion" the contributions of' G..-Magnifico and the proposals of tho author of

the present text, F.. Woehrling.
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